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This workshop is designed for leadership teams

that need to be highly functional as a TEAM, in

order to achieve the most strategic company

goals.

All highly successful leadership teams need to

develop the following characteristics, without

exception:

Unwavering TRUST in each other

 

Seek out constructive CONFLICT

 

Making firm COMMITMENTS to each other

 

Consistently hold each other ACCOUNTABLE

 

Never lose their FOCUS ON RESULTS

Leadership teams that deliberately work to

improve these characteristic will see significant

gains in their effectiveness and result. They

become resilient against politics and inspire the

whole organization to go the extra mile.

LEADERSHIP TEAM 360
- WORKSHOP -



LEADERSHIP TEAM 360
 - WORKSHOP -

This workshop is delivered in 3 parts, and has the

following 4 steps to ensure both reflection on

what has been learned and time to act upon

what the leadership team has mutually agreed.

Step 1

We begin with a 45 minute introduction into the

subject, delivered in a virtual meeting

Step 2

Participants take part into an online survey to

assess the team's strengths and development

potential for Trust, Conflict, Commitment,

Accountability and Focus on Results

Step 3

A few days later, based on the survey results,

our trainers develop a custom workshop and

exercises for the participants. This is the core of

the workshop and last between 2.5 and 3 hours.

Step 4 

Two weeks after the workshop, the participants

meet again with the trainer, to review progress

based on mutual agreements made in the

workshop, and to fine tune their approach for

the next steps.



Blue Horizon Training

ABOUT

Blue Horizon Training is a group of

accomplished trainers & coaches with

plenty of 'on-the-job' experience in the

economy.

The business was founded in 2020 in

Bucharest, Romania, and is lead by Frank

Basinski. 

Frank is an accomplished leader, coach,

trainer and entrepreneur, with decades of

experience creating the most productive, self-

motivated teams, helping leaders in all stages

of their development become better at what

they do.

Frank has first-hand experience with

establishing open leadership practices that

bring out the best in people and create an all

around positive corporate culture in the

enterprise. During his tenure at Red Hat, in his

leadership roles, Frank has helped establish the

famous open culture that played a key role in

propelling the company to becoming a multi-

billion dollar business. 

As coaches, we establish trusted connections,

helping people build on their talents and

strengths and developing their abilities. As

trainers, we offers a selected, high-impact

portfolio of trainings around key skills, which

unlock the full potential of leaders and

associates - the most valuable asset of any 

 winning company in the 21st century..
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